PRESS RELEASE
Simon Hegele in Karlsruhe-Hagsfeld receives RegB approval
•
•
•

Fifth location receives approval for airfreight security-compliant handling
Additional consignment checks at airports no longer necessary
Higher customer satisfaction through cost and time savings

Karlsruhe, 09 February 2021. Simon Hegele Gesellschaft für Logistik und Service mbH has
received the approval as a Regulated Agent (RegB) by the German Federal Aviation Authority
at its location in Hagsfeld near Karlsruhe. In addition, the site was granted approval to use the
Third Party Logistics (so-called "TPL") procedure.
This means that Simon Hegele, in addition to the Frankfurt/Main logistics center and three
other certified locations, here now also meets the highest legal requirements for security
management within a supply chain that is therefore now considered secure.
The certification covers all processes of (international) air cargo security and simplifies security
control processes for customers in the air cargo business, which means faster processing at
lower costs.
“We are pleased to have received this approval. It certifies the high level of experience and
qualification of our employees, which has shaped the work at our locations for many years",
says Karim-Oliver Darvich, Managing Director of Simon Hegele. “Our group-wide, professional
quality and safety management is an important performance feature that we now recommend
ourselves with towards our customers and interested parties for further tasks."
With 40,000 square meters of logistics space, equipped with permanent temperature and
humidity monitoring as well as the use of modern security technology, Simon Hegele offers
highly specialized and comprehensive logistics solutions as a full-service provider at the
Karlsruhe-Hagsfeld location. Core services at the location are procurement, production and
spare parts logistics as well as related services. In addition to the new RegB and TPL
certification, one of the warehouses is also approved by the authorities to handle hazardous
goods. The location also benefits from central transport links to the A5 and A8 highways.
About the Simon Hegele Group
The Simon Hegele Group is one of the most innovative service providers along complex supply
chain processes. The principle of "more than just logistics…” has been the driving force for the
further development of the company group and its services for more than 100 years. Simon
Hegele offers customers from the healthcare, industry, IT and retail sectors at over 50 locations
worldwide highly specialized value-added services tailored to the respective customer
processes and supports them in focusing on their respective core competencies.
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